
NEW Compatible App for Data Collection by Voice
Do you currently use smatrix? ARM now communicates seamlessly with smatrix through 
our Electronic Data Collector (EDC) add-in. If you already have the EDC connection, 
you only need to add a data plan. The EDC connection and data plan also allows you to 
utilize ARM Mobile.  
 

Contact sales@gdmdata.com for a price quote and to add the EDC connection and data plan to your existing ARM subscription. 

Click here for information on smatrix, a separate data collection by voice app (not an ARM product).
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NEW Tutorial Videos Added! 
• Basics of Standard Evaluations: a Standard Evaluation, or SE, is a standardized rating to be 

performed. Discover how to save time and improve data consistency by utilizing SEs from 
our Master List. 

• Creating Standard Evaluations: learn how to modify existing SEs from the Master List or 
create your own custom SE. 

• Graphing with ARM: check out how to generate graphs from assessment columns and 
easily incorporate them into other documents. 

View our complete list of tutorial videos for a quick overview on many of our tools and  
features. Most are five minutes or less! 

Explore Additional Training Resources
Webinars: for those looking for more in-depth instruction on particular topics, search our 
YouTube page. We've organized our 100+ recorded webinars by topic.

Expand your ARM knowledge in just a few minutes a day!  
Follow GDM Solutions on LinkedIn or Facebook for time-saving tips.

Register for FREE training through our ARM Academy.
Earn ARM Beginner Certification - great for new and veteran users!

https://smatrix.systems/en
https://youtu.be/O078DAYXxQE
https://youtu.be/DFbHxfs7h3k
https://youtu.be/0SuoAIONYhA
https://gdmdata.com/Resources/Video-Tutorials
https://www.youtube.com/@gdmsolutions5758
https://www.linkedin.com/company/gdm-solutions-inc/
https://www.facebook.com/GDM.ARMsoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O078DAYXxQE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFbHxfs7h3k
https://youtu.be/0SuoAIONYhA
https://www.linkedin.com/company/gdm-solutions-inc/
https://www.youtube.com/@gdmsolutions5758
https://www.facebook.com/GDM.ARMsoftware
https://gdm.talentlms.com/
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GDM Representative Spotlight: Garry Pease
We continue to grow our team of experts to serve you better! 
Meet Garry, our newest representative, to provide training, sales, 
and technical support. Garry has 25 years of experience working 
with ARM in the crop protection industry. 

Garry serves the United Kingdom and Ireland. Learn more about 
Garry HERE. 

ARM 2024.0 Features and Enhancements
Run "Check for Updates" to take advantage of the latest developments! Find release notes on the website. 

Assessment Data Improvements
New Rating Interval field:

 ● Specify the interval between assessment values.  For 
example, the interval is 1 for whole numbers and 0.25 for 
values like 0.75, 1.25, etc. 

 ● Rating buttons in ARM Mobile reflect the interval options. 

Quick Tip: Optimize Editor Views
Hide unused columns to maximize  
screen space: 

 ● Select one or more columns.
 ● Right-click and select Hide Current Field.
 ● Click View Options in Properties Panel to 
make hidden columns visible again.  

Have a colleague who would enjoy The Product Pulse?
Send them the link to subscribe: CLICK HERE

Use Save View to create a file with the current 
view settings. Use it with other studies or share 
with a colleague. 

Load a previously saved view with the Load 
View button. 

https://gdmdata.com/About%20Us/Spotlight/Representatives
https://gdmdata.com/Products/ARM/Updates/Release%20Notes/ARM%202024/#2024.0 
https://gdmdata.com/Resources/Newsletters

